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A B S T R A C T

There have been significant attempts to merge the San Pedro Bay Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach since their
creation as separate municipal authorities in 1911. These efforts continue to the present day with the most recent
proposal made in 2014. Yet all efforts to merge the two largest container ports in North America have failed. A
review of attempts to promote or force the merger of the two ports was undertaken to identify the motivating
factors behind the merger proposals, how the merger concepts were initiated and why they failed. Those who
proposed merging the ports were typically business groups, port users or elected officials but not port admin-
istrators. Merger proposals were often motivated by the desire to eliminate what merger proponents viewed as
destructive competition, duplication of facilities, or because one port coveted the resources of the other.

Yet, all merger proposals have failed to gain widespread support for two primary reasons. First, all
proposals came from outside the port administration, often generated without any port knowledge or par-
ticipation and limited stakeholder involvement. Second, none of the merger proposals were accompanied by
an objective analysis identifying the benefits to accrue to both port cities from a merger. Although attempts
to merge the two ports failed, cooperative efforts between the ports increased in the 1980's, spurred by
problems confronting both port administrations, that is, the impacts of containerization on the surrounding
communities. The ports used a variety of governance tools to affect cooperative arrangements including
creation of quasi-independent single purpose authorities. Initial efforts focused on improving hinterland
infrastructure. The increased use of “discussion agreements” approved by the Federal Maritime
Administration allowed the ports to expand cooperative efforts to environmental and logistics matters. The
willingness and initiatives of the ports to cooperate, when necessary, has negated serious consideration of
merger proposals. Instead, the two ports have increasingly expanded cooperative efforts to address common
issues while retaining their independent jurisdictions.

1. Introduction

The Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, both municipal operations
run by their respective cities, are located directly adjacent to each other
within San Pedro Bay, California. Early development of harbor facilities
began on the Los Angeles side of the bay in the mid-19th century and
accelerated after 1871 once the federal government began to invest in
infrastructure. Long Beach did not begin to develop its port until after
1900 and federal investment did not begin there until 1919. Both Ports
became municipal operations of their respective cities by acts of the
California State Legislature in 1911 after an aborted attempt to combine
the ports under state control.

Since their founding over a century ago, the Ports of Los Angeles
and Long Beach have been subject to numerous merger proposals. The
proliferation of merger proposal is understandable. To a casual ob-
server, it is hard to determine where one port boundary ends and the

other begins. Regional planning agencies view the port as a single unit
that shares the same water, air and transportation system.
Environmental regulators view the ports as one ecosystem. The U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (Corps of Engineers), the U.S. federal agency
with the responsibility to provide navigational improvements in the
nation's harbors, studies the ports together as San Pedro Bay.

Collectively the ports are a regional, state and national asset.
Shippers who move their cargo through San Pedro Bay may know the
terminal they do business with but are often oblivious to whether the
terminal is in Los Angeles or Long Beach. Recent changes in the global
container industry also are contributing to a homogenization of the port
operations. Traditionally, cargo handled by one ocean carrier, such as
Maersk Line, would have moved through a specific terminal in one of
the ports. Ships arriving at the ports today often hold cargo from
multiple ocean carriers due to the carrier alliance agreements. Thus, the
allegiance of a shipping line to one particular port has become less
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important. As terminals become commoditized, the differentiation be-
tween the two ports becomes less apparent. Consolidation among the
shipping lines serving the two ports, which between them have 13
container terminals, has shifted competitive pressures to the terminals.
Nevertheless, entities outside the port administration often do not dif-
ferentiate between competition between the individual terminals and
the ports as a whole. Thus, the existence of a competitive environment
results in ongoing proposals to merge the two port administrations.

Notteboom, Ducruet, and Langen (2009) in Ports in Proximity have
compiled extensive case studies that examine cooperation and compe-
tition among ports in close proximity from around the world. The case
studies from North America include the U.S. East Coast and Canada.
Less in-depth examination has been done of cooperative efforts on the
West Coast. Often missing from these studies is an examination of how
the competitive forces are considered in the political arena which many
public ports operate and a discussion of the specific actions taken by
port directors in facilitating a merger. The analysis of the merger of
Copenhagen, Denmark and Malmo, Sweden, by de Langen and Nijdam
(2009) is unique in including discussion of the interaction between the
two port directors leading to the merger. Similarly, Morrison and
Chamberlain (2015) and Knatz (2017) examine the challenges faced
internally within the Tacoma and Seattle port administrations during
the creation of the Northwest Seaport Alliance.

This paper provides empirical data about the cooperative efforts
undertaken by two U. S. West Coast ports through close examination of
a century of merger attempts and thirty-five years of competition and
cooperation.

1.1. Research methods and empirical data

Early historical records, including searchable copies of the minutes
of the Los Angeles Board of Harbor Commissioners from 1907 through
1980, were used to identify cooperative efforts between the two ports.
From 2006 to the present, the agenda's and meeting minutes of both
Boards of Harbor Commissioners are available on each port's website.
Copies of agreements approved by the Federal Maritime Commission
can be found on its website. The author personally participated in co-
operative efforts during the period 1981 through 2013. An analysis of
cooperative efforts from 1980 to the present was undertaken to identify
the areas where the two ports cooperated, the implementing me-
chanism and the method of governance (Table 1). Not included in this
comprehensive list are the jointly-undertaken studies, such as traffic
studies and environmental baselines. Joint studies were motivated by
the desire for consistency in baseline data for economic forecasting and
environmental projections for these adjacent ports as well as a desire to
reduce overall study costs. In these cases, one port acted as the lead
port, contracting with a third party and both port boards executed a
cost-sharing agreement to pay their respective shares.

2. Merger proposals for the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach

Efforts to merge the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach began in
the 1920's. A listing of the specific proposals to merge the two ports is
shown in Table 2 along with the individual or organization that pro-
posed the merger, and where available, the proposed governance
structure. Such proposals have ranged from pronouncements by elected
or government officials, to legislative hearings and the introduction of
enabling legislation in the California State legislature. The first attempt
to unify the ports came as a condition of federal investment in San
Pedro Bay by the Corps of Engineers in the 1920's. After World War I,
the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce formed the Greater Harbor
Committee of 200, an organization of business leaders from both Los
Angeles and Long Beach with the goal of seeking additional federal
investment in San Pedro Bay. This is the first time that both cities co-
operated to advance harbor development. The federal government had
already built a breakwater protecting the Port of Los Angeles. Regional

business leaders sought an extension of that breakwater to provide
additional protected berthing areas for vessels in both Los Angeles as
well as Long Beach. The Corps of Engineers agreed such an investment
was necessary in 1924 but only on the condition that the two ports
unify, a condition that the business community accepted but that the
cities did not endorse. The Army Corps was cognizant of efforts in
London, New York and a number of smaller maritime American ports
that were beginning to look at the creation of consolidated port au-
thorities (Stone, 2017). The merger condition, although championed by
the federal government, was later found to have been proposed by the
Committee of 200, who sought to mask their initiation of this idea from
the general public.1 The California State legislature passed the Port
Enabling Act in 1925 which would allow the two cities to merge their
ports and a public referendum supporting a merger was approved by
the voters of both cities in 1926. However, limited support from the
leadership of both cities stalled the effort. When the Port of Los Angeles
proposed a lower cost project alternative for the breakwater extension,
the Corps of Engineers dropped the condition for unification.

After the 1920's, most of the proposals for mergers came from City
of Los Angeles officials who, intent on balancing the city's budget, no
longer wanted to finance debt for port facility expansion. In Long
Beach, revenue from oil production, discovered within that city's port in
the late 1920's, was used to construct harbor improvements. From 1933
to 1970, Long Beach's port infrastructure was built without acquiring
debt. Los Angeles officials saw a merger with Long Beach as a way to
access oil revenues to support improvements in their port as well (Erie,
2004).

Beginning in the late 1940's there was a protracted debate over
unification of Los Angeles and Long Beach ports that lasted several
decades and was primarily championed by a California legislator,
Assemblyman Vincent Thomas. During his 38 years in the state legis-
lature, Thomas authored numerous legislative proposals to bring about
a merger, usually without prior notification to either port. Those bills
were consistently unsuccessful. At one point Thomas's proposed legis-
lation became a study into the complex legal steps necessary to im-
plement a port merger. But by now, Long Beach had become a leading
world port and had no interest in being subsumed by Los Angeles. Yet,
despite Long Beach's indifference and often strong opposition, the idea
of a consolidated port administration for San Pedro Bay did not die.

Los Angeles Mayors Yorty (1961–1973) and Bradley (1973–1993)
also supported merger of the two ports. Throughout this period, City of
Los Angeles administrators were still frustrated by the need to continue
subsidies to the port, including pension payments for its employees. In
October 1969, the Los Angeles Board of Harbor commissioners voted to
support a merger of the ports. The Los Angeles city attorney suggested
possible ways to merge the ports including: 1) deeding the Port of Long
Beach to Los Angeles; 2) operating the Ports through a Joint Powers
Authority; or, 3) deeding both ports to another public entity such as Los
Angeles County or a new agency.

Suggestions to merge the two ports continued although with less
frequency after the Port of Los Angeles, no longer requiring City sub-
sidies, assumed all costs associated with its own operations, including
pension expenses. The financial relationship was reversed as the Port of
Los Angeles began to reimburse the city for administrative services
provided to the port as well as fire protection. In 2011, the Los Angeles
Civil Grand Jury recommended that Los Angeles Board of Harbor
commissioners reach out to the Long Beach Mayor and urge a study of
merging the two administrations. The Port of Los Angeles declined the
suggestion.

The most recent proposal to examine merging the two ports came
from an independent body called the Los Angeles 2020 Commission
(Los Angeles 2020 Commission, 2014). The Commission, created by the

1 University of California at Riverside, Water Resources Collections & Archive, David E.
Hughes Records, Box 1, File 24.
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Table 1
Cooperative efforts between the San Pedro Bay Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach since 1980.

Year Program or project Implementation mechanism Governance/management structure

1981 Ports Advisory Committee, a regional committee to
examine landside access to San Pedro Bay ports.

Consensus process leading to development of San
Pedro Bay Ports Access Study recommending
projects funded by the 1982 Federal Surface
Transportation Assistance Act

Committee created by the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) and included
both ports, Los Angeles County Transportation
Commission, elected officials and transportation-
related stakeholders.

1983 Creation of a separate transportation agency, the
Intermodal Container Transfer Facility (ICTF) Joint
Powers Authority to construction and finance a $55
million, 260 acre intermodal railyard located
approximately 5miles north of the ports on Port of
Los Angeles property.

Joint Powers Authority agreement adopted by both
port Boards of Harbor Commissioners and Los
Angeles and Long Beach City Councils. Site leased
initially to Southern Pacific Railroad, later Union
Pacific Railroad

5 member board established with two members
appointed by each Port (typically a Port Board
Member and the Executive Director) who agree on
5th member. Note the 5th board spot has never been
filled.

1986 2020 Master Plan for San Pedro Bay Ports including
economic and cargo forecasting and land use
planning studies. Note: Forecasting of cargo
volumes for San Pedro Bay, other planning studies
and biological baseline studies have been done
jointly by the two ports since this 1986 planning
process. The last joint cargo forecast was February
2016.

Consultants selected jointly by port staff. Contracts
with consultant adopted by lead port. Both port
boards execute cost sharing agreement.

Managed by staff of both ports.

1986 Alameda Corridor Task Force created to examine a
consolidated rail corridor between downtown Los
Angeles and the Ports

Same as Ports Advisory Committee with inclusion of
California Public Utilities Commission representative.

1989 Creation of a separate transportation agency to
construct and finance a $2.4 billion regional
consolidated freight corridor between Ports and
downtown Los Angeles Class 1 Railroad yards,
known as the Alameda Corridor Transportation
Authority or ACTA.

Joint Powers Authority agreement creating the
Alameda Corridor Transportation Authority
(ACTA) adopted by both port Boards of Harbor
Commissioners and Los Angeles and Long Beach
City Councils.

Governing Board consisting of representatives from
both Ports (2 from each), cities of Los Angeles and
Long Beach (1 each), California Dept. of
Transportation (1), Los Angeles County Board of
Supervisors (1), LA County Metropolitan, Trans.
Authority (1), So. CA. Association of Governments
(ex-officio) and one representation from each of 6
cities bisected by Corridor construction. Board later
reduced to 7 members: Ports (2 from each), cities of
LA and LB (1 each), and LA County Board of
Supervisors (1).

1994 Cost-sharing of highway and railroad Improvements
within the City of Los Angeles and City of Long
Beach including rail/highway grade separations at
Anaheim Street, Navy Way, and Henry Ford
Avenue.

Term Sheet for Agreement or Memorandum of
Understanding Between the Port of Long Beach and
the Port of Los Angeles Concerning Highway and
Railroad Improvements within the City of Los
Angeles and City of Long Beach. The Term sheet
was approved by both Port Boards of Harbor
Commissioners in 1994 but settling up payments
between the two ports required a formal agreement
for transfer of $17.4 million to Port of Long Beach
by the Port of Los Angeles in October 1999 to
equalize required cost-shares.

Managed by management and staff of both ports.

1994 Joint acquisition of Railroad Right-of-Way from the
Southern Pacific, Union Pacific and Santa Fe
Railroads for Alameda Corridor project.

Purchase and sale agreements executed by both
Boards of Harbor Commissioners, acting on behalf
of their respective cities and each railroad. Use and
Operating agreements for Alameda Corridor
executed by both Boards of Harbor Commissioners
and all three railroads.

Managed by the Port executives and key staff.

1997 Creation of a joint environmental mitigation bank
known as the Bolsa Chica Wetland Restoration. A
$79 million dollar contribution equally funded by
the Ports went to the California State Lands
Commission to acquire, restore and maintain 880
acres of degraded wetland.

Multi-party agreement titled “Agreement to
Establish a Project for Wetlands Acquisition and
Restoration at the Bolsa Chica Lowlands in Orange
County, California for the Purpose, Among Others,
of Compensating for Marine Habitat Losses
Incurred by Port Development Landfills within the
Harbor Districts of the Cities of Los Angeles and
Long Beach. “Executed by the State Lands
Commission, U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, the National Marine Fisheries
Service, California Department of Fish and Game
(now California Fish and Wildlife), California
Coastal Conservancy, and the California Resources
Agency.

Port senior executives and environmental staff
negotiated the Agreement with the environmental
resource agencies with the understanding that the
port would not manage or construct the project. The
agreement was a “pay and walk” as neither port had
any responsibility for the project implementation
beyond funding a long-term maintenance fund as part
of the contribution. Ports received mitigation credits
in return immediately upon payment.

1998 Creation of Pacific Harbor Line (PHL), a short line
railroad to handle box car business within San Pedro
Bay and interchange intermodal traffic with Class I
railroads.

Request for proposals by Port of Los Angeles, joint
selection by both ports of Anacostia and Pacific
Railroad to establish new short line, Pacific Harbor
Line. Separate contracts between each port and
Pacific Harbor Line. Interchange agreements
between PHL and the class I railroads.

Managed by planning and engineering staffs of both
ports.

2002 Railroad Operating Committee to oversee
maintenance, dispatching and operations of
Alameda Corridor

Established in the Use and Operating Agreement
for the Alameda Corridor executed by both ports
ACTA, BNSF, and UP Railroad.

4 member board, generally comprised of one Senior
Executive from both ports responsible for Engineering
(Chief Harbor Engineer) and a representative from

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Year Program or project Implementation mechanism Governance/management structure

the Union Pacific and Burlington Northern Railroads.
Acts independent of Alameda Corridor Transportation
Authority except for annual budget approval.
Replaced by an alternative joint ports decision
making process in 2016 after the California Fair
Political Practices Commission found that the
Committee's activities would deem it a governmental
agency, precluding a decision-making role by the
railroads.

2002 Joint Management of real estate holdings and rail
road rights-of-way purchased between 1992 and
1995 for development of the Alameda Corridor
Transportation Project.

Land purchased by ACTA and transferred to port
ownerships upon project completion. Title to land
held by both ports as “tenants in common.” Both
ports select third party real estate management
company with agreement managed by one port.
Net rental revenue split annually between two
Ports.

Managed by real estate staff from both ports.

2003 to
Present

Port Security Grant Program. Development of
security projects that served both ports such as the
Port Command and Control Center.

Various mechanisms including joint applications
and cost-sharing agreements adopted by both
Boards of Harbor Commissioners

Managed by security and grants staff of both ports
coordinating with the San Pedro Bay Ports Area
Maritime Security Committee under the auspices of
the U.S. Coast Guard with regional security agencies
and industry stakeholders.

2003 Terminal Island Tolling District Study- a joint effort
to look at the ports ability to fund replacement of
Long Beach's Gerald Desmond Bridge via bridge
tolls or the establishment of a tolling district. Bridge
is used by traffic to terminals in both ports.

Port of Long Beach funded necessary studies as part
of bridge design effort.

Managed by Port senior management and
transportation staffs including representatives from
Long Beach and Los Angeles city attorney's offices.
Effort abandoned and replaced with a proposal to
implement an Infrastructure Cargo Fee (ICF) in 2008.
See below.

2004 Truck Trip Reduction Program, a program to ease
traffic congestion by examining a virtual container
yard, extended gate hours, a shuttle train concept,
increased use of on-dock rail and a new intermodal
yard.

Alameda Corridor Transportation Authority funded
various studies that benefited both ports which
could be justified expenses applied toward the
Authorities revenue from railroads user fees.

These were primarily study efforts managed by
transportation and planning staff of both ports and
ACTA.

2005 Advanced Transportation Management Information
and Security System, an $11.4 million dollar
program to utilize Intelligent transportation systems
technology to distribute real time traffic
information in the Ports.

Three Party Agreement executed by both Boards of
Harbor Commissioners and the governing board of
ACTA with subsequent amendments to increase
cost shares.

Managed by the transportation staff of the two ports
and ACTA.

2007 Clean Air Action Plan (CAAP), a five year program
to reduce air emissions from all port sources which
established air quality standards for equipment used
in the ports and requirements for new development
projects.

Federal Maritime Commissioner agreement No
201170 authorized Ports of Los Angeles and Long
Beach discussion agreement under the Shipping Act
of 1984. The discussion agreement allowed both
ports to jointly develop CAAP implementation
measures. Both Boards of Harbor Commissioners
adopted identical tariff measures at the second in
history joint public meeting of the two Boards in
November 2006.

Prepared with cooperation and co-authorship with
the U.S. Federal Environmental Protection Agency,
the California Air Resources Board and the South
Coast Air Quality Management District. Managed by
both Port executive directors, environmental
managers and Los Angeles and Long Beach City
Attorneys.

2007 Technology Advancement Program (TAP), a grant-
making program to test proof of concept for
emission reduction technologies. The TAP was
created as part of the Clean Air Action Plan.

Each port budgets 1.5 million annually for
program. Ports release joint Request for Proposals
for specific technologies or reviews unsolicited
proposals. One port enters into agreement with
grant recipient and both ports approve cost sharing
agreement.

Technical Advisory Committee consisting of staff
from both ports and representatives from the Federal
Environmental Protection Agency, the California Air
Resources Board and the South Coast Air Quality
Management District review and recommend grant
recipients. Other organizations that provide matching
funds are included as appropriate.

2007 Clean Truck Program (CTP), a five year program to
reduce pollution by progressive bans on trucks by
model year for heavy duty trucks older than model
year 2007.

Implemented via tariff measures approved at
individual Board of Harbor Commission meetings
for Los Angeles and Long Beach on November 1,
and November 5, 2007, respectively after two
Boards held joint workshop on October 12, 2007.
Progressive bans on trucks by model year adopted
as tariff measures in each port's public tariff.
Federal Maritime Administrator agreement No.
201170 agreement was amended to cover CTP and
further amended to allow ports to enter into
concession agreements with licensed motor
carriers. Port staff agree on lead port for each
consultant contract and lead port enters into
contract with third party provider.

Managed by Clean Truck Program team consisting of
Port Executive Directors and senior management and
key environmental staff. Program implemented with
close cooperation of Port terminal operators in both
ports. The Port of Long Beach dropped its
participation in CTP concession agreements as part of
settlement of litigation over the Clean Truck
Programs brought by the American Trucking
Association against both ports. Los Angeles did not
settle and still uses concession agreements with
licensed motor carriers for access to its terminals.

2008 International Longshore and Warehouseman's
Union (ILWU) New Hiring Hall Project - agreement
between both ports to establish a process for
appraising and sale of a 50% interest in the land
owned by Port of Los Angeles to Long Beach so that
both ports could make an equal contribution for the
cost of land for the ILWU hiring hall.

Memorandum of Understanding approved by Los
Angeles Board of Harbor Commissioners in
November 2007 and January 2008 by the Board of
Harbor Commissioners.

Managed by Port senior managers and real estate staff
of both ports. Note the Long Beach City attorney
subsequently opined that as the land was tidelands
and could not be sold, that Long Beach was unable to
contribute its share of 50% value.

2009
(continued on next page)
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president of the Los Angeles City Council in 2013 to study and report on
fiscal stability and job growth, included business and community lea-
ders from Los Angeles. Their report, released in April 2014, re-
commended supporting regional collaboration to create jobs and en-
courage investments. As part of that broader strategy, the Commission
recommended that the two ports be merged, noting that announce-
ments about growth from one of the ports often was the result of a
customer switching from one port to the other, a situation that did not
yield additional jobs or benefit to the regional economy. During the
period from 2007 through 2015 when there was little organic growth of
containerized cargos for San Pedro Bay, market share data indicate that
cargo was switching back and forth between the two ports (Table 3). A
combined authority, according to the 2020 Commission would better
position the ports to compete with other regions rather than with each
other.

The report further suggested that the ports establish a joint powers
authority to set rates and manage capital investments and be a “true
50–50 collaboration with the governing board appointed with equal
representation by both cities. This was a mechanism similar to the tool
previously used by the two ports to spin off two quasi-independent
transportation agencies, the Intermodal Container Transfer Facility and
the Alameda Corridor Transportation Authority (see Table 1). The 2020
report envisioned that each port would still oversee day to day opera-
tions but over time would become more closely linked. Note however

that the report was criticized by the press due to the fact that the 2020
Commission chaimen also represented the Burlington Northern Rail-
road (Maddaus, 2014). The Railroad's desire to construct an intermodal
railyard adjacent to the Long Beach City boundary on property owned
by the Port of Los Angeles is the subject of litigation by the City of Long
Beach against the Port of Los Angeles. It was hoped by merger sup-
porters that a combined authority might prioritize regional benefits of
the proposed railyard over the project's impacts to one community and
that it would be more politically challenging for one city to sue the
other over a project that their own regional authority was undertaking.

Long Beach Mayor blasted the 2020 Commission's report as super-
ficial and self-serving. Such a negative reaction from Long Beach should
not have been unexpected. No one from the 2020 Commission had
discussed the concept with the City of Long Beach nor had given its
mayor a heads-up about the recommendations prior to the report's re-
lease (Planning Report, 2014).

The Long Beach mayor's complaints about the lack of coordination
confirm a pattern by parties proposing merger of these two ports. All
such merger recommendations generally have come from external
sources and often are announced without prior notification to the ports
and one or more cities. With one exception, the merger proposals failed
to gain any ground. The one case that brought the ports closest to a joint
authority in the 1920's was when a considerable investment in infra-
structure by the federal government would have benefitted both Los

Table 1 (continued)

Year Program or project Implementation mechanism Governance/management structure

Infrastructure Cargo Fee (ICF), a per container fee to
be collected by both ports to fund specified
infrastructure projects.

Adopted at joint public meeting of two Boards of
Harbor Commissioners January 14, 2008 to be
implemented via tariff measures by both Board of
Harbor Commissioners. Tolls collected would have
been reserved in a single Port Infrastructure fund.

Scheduled for implementation in January 2009, the
fee was postponed by both Boards and never
implemented due to economic downturn and the
availability of Federal stimulus funds.

2009 Water Resources Action Plan, a joint comprehensive
effort to target water quality enhancement and
sediment pollution including joint hydrodynamic
and water quality modeling and participation on the
Dominguez Watershed Advisory Committee.

Adopted at joint public meeting of both Boards of
Harbor Commissioners on August 12, 2009.

Managed by environmental staff from both ports.

2010 Clean Air Action Plan 2.0, An update to the 2006
plan incorporating health standards and goals
beyond the initial five year plan.

Adopted at a joint public meeting of both Boards of
Harbor Commissioners on November 22, 2010,
after a preliminary review at a joint meeting on
October 6, 2010.

Prepared by the environmental staff of both ports
including consultation with but not authorships by
federal, state and local regulators.

2011
2012

“Beat The Canal” Program. An industry committee
was established by the two ports to address
competitive and efficiency issues common to both
ports which was energized by the expansion of the
Panama Canal and the potential market threat the
Canal expansion might have for San Pedro Bay.

Cost-sharing agreement approved by both Boards
of Harbor Commissioners. The agreement primarily
funded an industry consultant to facilitate meetings
chaired by both port directors. Follow-up action by
Los Angeles City Council to streamline permitting
for automated container terminals.

Staff and management of both ports, industry
stakeholders. Recommendations developed were
shifted to the Truck Turn-Time Task Force, an
industry-led group which had begun to address
deteriorating terminal productivity in 2010.

2011 Zero Emissions Technologies Roadmap, a strategy to
introduce zero emission heavy duty trucks in port
drayage.

Consensus reached to proceed (without formal
vote) with “roadmap” at joint public workshop of
both Boards of Harbor Commissioners held July 7,
2011

Managed by Clean Truck team and port
environmental staff. Note update was released
separately by Port of Los Angeles in July 2015 due to
ongoing litigation between City of Long Beach and
the Port of Los Angeles over the an Environmental
Impact Report prepared by the Port of Los Angeles for
the Burlington Northern Railroad's Southern
California International Gateway project (SCIG), an
off-dock intermodal railyard.

2015 Creation of 7 supply chain optimization working
groups (Peak Season 2015, Container Terminal
Optimization, Chassis, Off Dock Solutions, Key
Performance Indicators/Data Solutions, Intermodal
Rail and Truck Drayage).

Approved by both Boards of Harbor Commissions
under the auspices of Federal Maritime
Commission Agreement No. 201219, a successor to
agreement No. 201219 and amended to include
vessel, rail, and truck operations.

Steering Committee composed of executives from
both ports.

2017 Clean Air Action Plan 3.0, An update to the original
plan adopted in 2006. The new plan includes a
commitment to advancing the use of zero-emission
technologies in both ports.

Approved by both Boards of Harbor Commissioners
in November 2017.

Managed by environmental staff of both ports.
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Angeles and Long Beach. Since then, none of the merger concepts have
been based on rigorous analysis articulating the benefits to both sides.
Thus, both ports and the City of Long Beach tend to ignore the pro-
posals.

3. Cooperation between the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach

The Corps of Engineers has been the facilitator of cooperation be-
tween Los Angeles and Long Beach at several key junctures. After the
merger attempt originally proposed in exchange for federal investment
in the 1920's, the Corps of Engineers continued to strongly promote
collaborative efforts, especially during and after World War II. In July
1943, the U.S. Navy proposed development of a large hydraulic model
to study surge affecting military vessels berthed at the Long Beach
Naval Station. After WWII, the model, constructed by the Army Corps
and located in Vicksburg Mississippi, took on a new life as an en-
gineering tool which was used in joint port studies to determine the
effect of harbor development on tides and currents.

In 1970, the U.S. Congress authorized funds for a study to determine
the federal interest in further improvements at the San Pedro Bay Ports.
The study languished for many years, coinciding with a period of in-
tense competition between the two ports as they both sought to handle
the growing container traffic with Asian ports (Erie, 2004). In 1986, the
plan was revived again as the “2020 Plan,” the name representing the
Army Corps' traditional planning horizon of 50 years (1970–2020). This
bay-wide plan triggered the ports to begin their own joint bay-wide
planning studies, cost shared equally by the two ports. The joint pre-
paration of such studies as cargo forecasting, highway and rail studies,
which began with the 2020 Plan, expanded to include environment and
security projects. As early as 1980, however, the ports were focused on
addressing hinterland congestion through the creation of a joint powers
authority, a separate governing body with the powers equal to its
strongest partner, to finance, develop and lease for operation an in-
termodal railyard. Later, in 1989, the port used the same mechanism, a

joint powers authority, to finance, develop and operate a second re-
gional railroad project known as the Alameda Corridor Project. Both
these projects represent the highest degree of governance integration
undertaken by the two ports. Ten years later the two ports would also
work together to establish a short-line railroad with a jurisdiction
covering both ports property. The joint selection of a railroad company
to create the short-line was facilitated by each port entering into a se-
parate but nearly identical agreement with the railroad company. This
agreement replaced a belt-line railroad operation in Los Angeles and a
switching agreement with the Southern Pacific Railroad (now Union
Pacific) in Long Beach. Independent of the port, the new short-line
railroad entered into its own agreements with the Class I railroads
serving the ports (today the Union Pacific and the Burlington Northern)
to interchange railcars and allow access to Class I railyards outside the
port boundaries. The Port of Los Angeles allowed the short line to base
its operations in the railyard used by the belt-line railroad in its port.
Unfortunately, when that railyard needed relocation, no agreement
provided for any obligations from Long Beach to assist in the costs of
relocating this yard, despite it serving both ports.

By the late 1980's the two ports were international models of port
cooperation. But during periods of intense competition, there still were
squabbles between the two ports. Joint projects like the Intermodal
Container Transfer Facility and the Alameda Corridor often masked
underlying competition as both ports marketed the same customers. In
three cases, those squabbles erupted in litigation. In 1993 the City of
Long Beach sued the Port of Los Angeles over the construction of a coal
export terminal known as the Los Angeles Coal Export Terminal (LAXT)
on Terminal Island, which competed with the Port of Long Beach's Pier
G bulkloader. In 1994, the Port of Los Angeles would sue the Port of
Long Beach to block the Port of Long Beach's acquisition of the Union
Pacific Resources Company property. The acquisition of 725 acres of
land and water by Long Beach would increase the size of its port by 35%
and the new land in Long Beach was being marketed to a major cus-
tomer in Los Angeles. In 2013, the City of Long Beach sued the Port of

Table 2
Proposals or Studies Recommending Merger of the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach.

Year Recommending authority Motivation Proposal concept

1925–1928 U.S Army Corps of Engineers Condition imposed for federal funding of Middle Breakwater Joint Authority with Los Angeles having
at least one vote more than Long Beach.
California State Legislature passed
Enabling
Act of 1925 to allow merger to proceed

1926 Public Ballot Measures approved by Citizens
of Los Angeles and Long Beach

Endorsement of Army Corps Effort of 1925–1928

1939 Navy Rear Admiral & Commander of Base
Force of US Naval
Fleet

To secure dominance for commercial and naval purposes on the Pacific No recommendation on structure

1949 California Assemblyman Vincent Thomas
proposed multiple legislative efforts

To streamline management and reduce competition 9 member board, three from Los Angeles
Long Beach and the State of California

1959 Assemblyman Vincent Thomas To streamline management and reduce competition 9 member board, three from Los Angeles,
Long Beach and Los Angeles County

1962 California Legislature Transportation and
Commerce Committee Hearing and Study

Assemblyman Thomas dropped his legislation and agreed to study Study identified complex process
necessary to merge

1960's–1973 Los Angeles Mayor Yorty, members of the
Los
Angles City Council and Assemblyman
Vincent Thomas

Unfair competition due to Long Beach having oil revenues to finance its
port expansion. Concern over duplication of bulk handling facilities

No recommendation on structure

1967 Report of the City of Los Angeles Chief
Administrative Officer

Deprive Long Beach port of oil revenues to put Los Angeles on equal
financial footing with Long Beach, eliminate subsidy of the port
operations and pension plan.

State would establish authority to run
both ports

1973–74 Los Angeles Mayor Bradley and Los
Angeles City Council

Critical audit of Los Angeles Harbor by City of Los Angeles Chief
Administrative Officer

Audit detailed revisions to staff
organization but not governing board

1978 California Assembly Subcommittee on
International Trade and Maritime Economy

Overbuilding due to competition Single regional authority

2011 Los Angeles Civil Grand Jury Rate-based competition transfers economic benefits away from
publically owned ports to privately held lessees, eliminate duplication
of facilities

No recommendation on structure

2014 Los Angeles City Council 2020 Commission Regional Strategy to enhance competitiveness Joint Powers Authority
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Los Angeles to block construction of the Burlington Northern's Southern
California International Gateway (SCIG), a railroad intermodal yard,
despite the fact the project would have served the customers of both
ports. All three suits were environmental lawsuits, challenging the
adequacy of the environmental impact assessments conducted for the
projects.

Litigation has not stifled the efforts at cooperation between the two
ports. While the respective port attorneys battle over a project in the
court room, the staffs of the two ports continue to collaborate. Even
with litigation in process over the SCIG project, the two ports recently
adopted an update to their Clean Air Action Plan 3.0 at a joint meeting
of both port boards with both city mayor's in attendance.

4. Conclusion and implications for managerial practice

Attempts to merge Los Angeles and Long Beach have all come from
external sources with recommendations often announced without prior
notification to the Ports and one or more cities. Merger proposals never
originated within the administration of either port, although at least
one Port of Los Angeles director publically supported a merger to solve
his fiscal woes when Long Beach's port had a financial windfall from oil
production operations within its jurisdiction. Those proposing mergers
of Los Angeles and Long Beach have failed to articulate how a merger
would benefit each city.

The U.S. West Coast ports of Seattle and Tacoma, Washington,
provide the most relevant case for comparison to Los Angeles and Long

Beach. Seattle and Tacoma are two large container ports in close
proximity competing to serve the same container line customers. These
ports recently merged their cargo operations, creating the Pacific
Northwest Alliance. The merger was initiated when the Seattle port
director approached the Tacoma director and only advanced after sig-
nificant studies were undertaken which identified benefits to both
parties. These key factors were not precedent to any attempt or pro-
posal to merger Los Angeles and Long Beach.

It is logical to assume that the individuals with the most insight to
gauge a port's market strength and understand the challenges and the
benefits of a merger are the port directors. Failure to include the port
directors in the formulation of any proposal doomed the concept.
Where ports are governed by local as versus state or national govern-
ments, the involvement of the port directors would appear to be critical
in advancing any kind of cooperative relationship. In the case of Los
Angeles and Long Beach, even when one or both city government's
supported a merger, without the support of the port directors, the
proposals failed to advance.

The necessity of having objective economic analysis that identifies
potential benefits to both sides is fundamental in providing a basis for
governance changes. Proposals at Los Angeles and Long Beach were
politically motivated and lacked robust analysis of the merger im-
plications. In the case of Seattle and Tacoma, economic studies in-
dicated that each port brought something to the table that made the
alliance a positive for both cities. Tacoma has lower valued real estate
compared to the Seattle waterfront and room for expansion. Seattle may

Table 3
Container Volumes (teus) and Market Share of Los Angeles and Long Beach Ports.
Source: Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach.

Year Port of Los Angeles Percent change Market share Port of Long Beach Percent change Total

Change Share

1980 633,000 56% 501,485 44% 1,134,485
1981 476,249 −24.76 46% 568,209 13.31 54% 1,044,458
1982 606,189 27.28 46% 714,636 25.77 54% 1,320,825
1983 733,979 21.08 49% 756,364 5.84 51% 1,490,343
1984 908,417 23.77 45% 1,101,259 45.60 55% 2,009,676
1985 1,103,722 21.50 49% 1,141,782 3.68 51% 2,245,504
1986 1,329,649 20.47 51% 1,277,852 11.92 49% 2,607,501
1987 1,579,629 18.80 52% 1,457,561 14.06 48% 3,037,190
1988 1,652,066 4.59 53% 1,484,467 1.85 47% 3,136,533
1989 2,056,626 24.49 57% 1,545,243 4.09 43% 3,601,869
1990 2,116,410 2.91 56% 1,636,515 5.91 44% 3,752,925
1991 2,039,165 −3.65 56% 1,616,511 −1.22 44% 3,655,676
1992 2,289,271 12.27 55% 1,838,236 13.72 45% 4,127,507
1993 2,318,920 1.30 53% 2,079,491 13.12 47% 4,398,411
1994 2,518,700 8.62 49% 2,573,827 23.77 51% 5,092,527
1995 2,555,206 1.45 47% 2,843,502 10.48 53% 5,398,708
1996 2,683,026 5.00 47% 3,067,334 7.87 53% 5,750,360
1997 2,959,714 10.31 46% 3,504,602 14.26 54% 6,464,316
1998 3,378,219 14.14 45% 4,097,689 16.92 55% 7,475,908
1999 3,828,850 13.34 46% 4,408,480 7.58 54% 8,237,330
2000 4,879,429 27.44 51% 4,600,787 4.36 49% 9,480,216
2001 5,183,520 6.23 54% 4,462,967 −3.00 46% 9,646,487
2002 6,105,863 17.79 57% 4,526,365 1.42 43% 10,632,228
2003 7,178,940 17.57 61% 4,658,124 2.91 39% 11,837,064
2004 7,321,440 1.98 56% 5,779,852 24.08 44% 13,101,292
2005 7,484,624 2.23 53% 6,709,818 16.09 47% 14,194,442
2006 8,469,853 13.16 54% 7,290,365 8.65 46% 15,760,218
2007 8,355,039 −1.36 53% 7,312,465 0.30 47% 15,667,504
2008 7,849,984 −6.04 55% 6,487,816 −11.28 45% 14,337,800
2009 6,749,077 −14.02 57% 5,067,597 −21.89 43% 11,816,674
2010 7,831,902 16.04 56% 6,263,500 23.60 44% 14,095,402
2011 6,940,511 1.39 57% 6,061,102 −3.23 43% 14,001,613
2012 8,077,715 1.73 57% 6,045,662 −0.25 43% 14,123,377
2013 7,868,582 −2.59 54% 6,730,573 11.33 46% 14,599,155
2014 8,340,065 5.99 55% 6,820,806 1.34 45% 15,160,871
2015 8,160,458 −2.15 53% 7,192,066 5.44 47% 15,352,624
2016 8,856,782 8.53 57% 6,775,171 −5.80 43% 15,631,953
2017 9,343,193 5.49 55% 7,544,507 11.36 45% 16,887,700
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benefit in the future from re-examination of land uses along its down-
town waterfront (Knatz, 2017).

What would be the benefit to merging the two largest container
ports in the United States? There is little motivation for the number one
port to merge; a merger would not increase its standing. The number
two port will strive to be number one but would not want to lose its
dominant position as a separate entity, either. Certainly, more efficient
use of land and reduction of administration expenses could result from
a merger, but as long as both ports are fiscally strong, these factors
along may not be large enough to overcome the political hurdles. The
ports already take advantage of opportunities to collaborate when it
benefits both. Despite a century of consideration, there has been no
“win-win” situation that had been articulated that show additional
benefits to each port and city. Only a precipitous drop in both ports'
national standings might create conditions that could give rise to gov-
ernance changes. Although competition is increasing, it is not likely
those conditions will occur in the near future. As long as Los Angeles
and Long Beach continue to grow their container volumes, there is not
likely to be serious consideration of a merger within the port admin-
istrations. Even a loss of national market share, predicted in the 1980's
as part of the 2020 Plan, will be overshadowed if container volumes
keep growing.

Governance changes at locally-controlled public ports are fraught
with political uncertainties. In the highly politicized context of a local
government that is responsible for a major national asset like the Ports
of Los Angeles and Long Beach, the idea of pushing a merger without
support of the port administrations is temerarious. Seattle and Tacoma
avoided political complications by not eliminating a governing body
but creating a third political entity to manage the merged cargo op-
eration. The new authority created by Seattle and Tacoma is a type of
governance structure like the joint powers authority the Ports of Los
Angeles and Long Beach began using in the early 1980's. The difference
however, is that Seattle and Tacoma have put their core cargo handling
assets into the newly created authority while Los Angeles and Long
Beach used this technique for managing off-port transportation pro-
jects.

Los Angeles and Long Beach have a track record of successful col-
laborations that have been used to address common issues in a highly
competitive environment. While proposals for mergers often swirl
around them, the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach tend to ignore
them. The ports' success at collaboration coupled with their market

strength, continue to negate the necessity of a merger. Should dete-
riorating market conditions coupled with an uncertain future make
governance changes an acceptable topic for discussion between the two
ports, the port directors and city leaders would need to lead such ef-
forts. Today significantly more efficiency can be had by the ports
continuing to cooperate and efforts to facilitate more collaboration
among their terminal operators.

Any authorities considering a port governance change would do
well to consider the missteps by merger advocates at Los Angeles and
Long Beach. Optimum conditions for a port governance change include
not only an objective analysis of benefits for both parties but the sup-
port of local port officials.
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